Enhance your own
dreams...
A magic Eco-Resort &
Moutain Lodge in Bariloche,
North Patagonia.
Peuma Hue, “Place of dreams” in
native Mapuche language.

The deepest connection to
yourself and all around,
an unforgettable experience
for body and soul.
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Estancia Peuma Hue
Year round,
with every season at its prime, luxury accommodation, all
the outdoor activities at hand and personalized services to
indulge yourself beyond expectation.
Wellbeing in every level
is enhanced by the powerful energy of the place:
hiking through forest & mountains;
the purity of our water; the silence;
the majesty and beauty of nature around;
the warm, caring and welcoming service of our staff;
the delicious, balanced and healthy meals
prepared by our chef Manuela Luna,
based on our organic garden and home-made products;
the connection with our animals and
all the activities guided with care, love and passion.
A “natural spa”
with professional massages, healing, meditation, Yoga,
Retreats, Personal Development Workshops and
Connection to the elements.
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Located in North
Patagonia, the Estancia
embeds in a single place
all the elements
Patagonia has to offer:
500 acres of a privileged
location within the
Nahuel Huapi National
Park in the Lake District,
2 miles of lakeshore at
the foot of Mt. Catedral,
pristine forests, creeks
and waterfalls.

Road 40 – km 2014 – Nahuel Huapi NP – Bariloche – Río Negro – Argentina
PO Box 1832 – 8400 SC de Bariloche – Río Negro – Argentina
•
•
•
•

Coordinates
S -41.243514
W -71.464587

20 minutes from Bariloche (gateway to the North Patagonia Andes)
35 minutes from an international airport
35 minutes from Mt. Catedral ski resort
2 hours flight from Buenos Aires
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Facilities
We have a capacity for 34 beds in 14 rooms with lake view, distributed in 2 houses and 3 log villas.
All our rooms are decorated in an elegant rustic style, with superb views wherever you are.
A dream in themselves, with the comfort you feel at home.

Poplar House

Coihue Villa

Radal House

Mountain Villa
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Creek Cabin
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The Poplar House
It is the main house of the Estancia, where all the guests gather and meals are served. It has two superior rooms in the
ground floor, both with lake views. In the upper floor there is a Jr Suite and our Master Suite. The first one is very ample
and has impressive lake view; while the second one is recognized as our most beautiful room, with its own balcony, a
double jacuzzi and large windows overlooking the lake, bay and mountain.
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The Radal House.
Located 150 m from the Poplar House, across a creek with a hanging bridge. It has a beautiful shared living room with a
fireplace, dining room and fully equipped kitchen, all of them with lake views. It has 4 private rooms (though the house
can be requested as a whole): 2 in the upper floor and 2 in the ground floor, all with private bathrooms. The Jr Suite in the
upper floor, is one of our most beautiful rooms, with its own fireplace and a spectacular view of the lake. Facing it is
Establo room, with mountains and valley views, set with twin beds. The lower floor has 2 superior rooms with lake and
mountain views. It has also a roofed garage with a grill.
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The Coihue Villa
This beautiful Villa has 2 double rooms (one upstairs and one downstairs), each with full bathrooms in suite, a cozy
living room with a wood-burning stove, a fireplace and a fully equipped kitchen. It is located 50 m from the Poplar
House, in front of our organic orchard and framed by the creek. It has a big park, a roofed garage with a grill and lake
views from all rooms.
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The Creek Cabin
It has a double room and a living room with two additional beds, a cozy fireplace, fully equipped kitchenette and views to
the creek and the mountain. The bathroom has a shower (no bathtub) and it can lodge from 2 to 4 people. It’s located
100 m from the Poplar House, in front of our organic orchard and a small creek.

The Mountain Villa
It has 2 double rooms and an open loft overlooking the living room, one subdivided bathroom, a fully equipped kitchen
and a living room with a fireplace. Located on a slope a km away from the Poplar House, has a wooden deck overlooking
the native forest, with views over the lake and mountains; a waterfall 3 minutes away and trekking trails everywhere.
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Non-denominational Temple
It offers its mysticism and great acoustics to different activities: from live music concerts to
meditations, celebrations and meaningful programs. The privacy of our location makes it the
ideal place for groups to gather in an intimate and private atmosphere.

Organic Vegetable Garden
Our organic vegetable garden provides the basis for our healthy and gourmet meals. Our dining options include
delicious, balanced and healthy meals based on our organic garden, all types of berries, apples and home-made
products such as bread, patisserie, appetizers, pasta, jams, honey, preserves and liqueurs.
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Ñire Board Room
It offers a perfect site to organize corporate or private events, meetings, birthday parties, dinners and lunches. Set
according to the needs, it can be equipped for indoor activities for rainy days and its underfloor heating system makes
it the ideal place to practice Yoga in cold days.
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At Peuma Hue:
•Trekking
•Guided horseback riding
•Kayaks and duckies
•Boat Rides
•Nature walks and birdwatching
•Fly fishing
•Delicious home-made balanced meals
•Wine tasting
•Live concerts at the Temple
•Yoga
•Massages, healing and meditation
• Sauna and hot tub
•Tango & Salsa lessons
•Cooking classes
•Workshops and Retreats
• Or just rest and read under a tree…

Services and Activities

We offer two different lodging plans:
Full Board & Activities and Bed & Breakfast plans
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In the area:
•Rafting & kayaking
•Fly fishing
•Snowshoeing, alpine & cross-country
skiing
•Sailing
•Paragliding
•Ice & rock climbing
•Multi-day hiking / riding trips
•Scenic drives

www.peuma-hue.com
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Corporate or Day Events – Workshops – Retreats – Weddings – Celebrations
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Peuma Hue in the press

Lifestyle Magazine

H&H Canada

Nat Geo Traveler

Robb Report

Town & Country

Contraseñas

Peuma Hue has been selected by Travel & Leisure as one of the best 14 Estancias of South America, as “one of the 30
best Eco-Lodges worldwide” by Richard Hammond in the British newspaper The Guardian, as one of their 17 best
hotels in Argentina by National Geographic, while the author and journalist Caroline Sylger Jones describes us as “one
of the top 10 healthy retreats” and highlights it as boutique lodging. We were featured on several interational articles
as in Condé Nast Traveler, Forbes, Departures, Travel Weekly, Men´s Journal, National Geographic Traveler, Robb
Report, Affluent, Recommend, Real Travel, Town & Country, Lifestyle Magazine and Sublime Magazine. Our Estancia
was also featured in several Argentinian newspapers and magazines like Lugares, Noticias, Contraseñas, La Nación
and Visitors, and in international travel guides as Footprints, Rough Guide´s Clean Breaks, Southamerican Handbook,
Time Out, Moon, Green Places to Stay, Bradt, Body & Soul, Thomas Cook Travel Guide, Insight to Argentina, Le Petit
Futé, Frommer´s and Eyewitness.
We won several awards. Among them, on Trip Advisor we won their Travellers´ Choice award in 2012 and in 2013
among their best small hotels in Argentina and among their best small hotels in South America, their Certificate of
Excellency for many years. We are among the first in popularity in their 124 hotels of the Bariloche area.
Estancia Peuma Hue recieved the prize to the “Best performance in Sustainable Luxury of Latin America” in the
category “The best Sustainable Luxury Tourism Company”, granted by the Center of Studies for Sustainable Luxury
along with the Authentic Luxury Network on November 3rd, 2011.
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Our staff
Love for Nature; opening new connections among our guests, with our staff, animals & Nature; aware of being part
of a whole that we need to take care of; caring for the environment and communities around, we try to facilitate or
foster new actions that make at least a little difference around us.
Creating unique moments for our guests, our team focuses in every detail and together with our animals and the
majestic Nature around, a simple stay turns into an unforgettable experience.

Evelyn & Reuben

Luz

Luis

Jessie

Ronnie
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Sustainable Tourism Policy
Socially beneficial practices
Everything in Peuma Hue tries to involve a social, environmental and community development practice and consciousness. When we
arrived to the area we fostered social development among our neighbors by bringing in a power line and thus being able for all of them to
have access to electricity for the first time. We hired many local people from around the property to work with us and fostered a new
quality of life in people who lived with a very basic economy and survival practices. We also try to promote a community conscience within
our staff enabling a support network among us, providing housing for staff and their families, education and economic growth.
Environmentally beneficial practices
The property, even though within the National Park, was completely abandoned with cattle grazing and illegal lumbering and fishing going
on before we arrived. Since our arrival, native forest is coming back, we are eradicating introduced species, controlled illegal lumbering and
fishing and foster environmental practices in those living in or visiting the property. Maintaining the purity of our waters is a must for us,
guarding our centennial forests, guarding the place as a whole.

Practices that financially benefit the local community
Since our arrival we gathered tour operators and hotel owners within the south end of the National Park creating an association that
fosters a different kind of tourism, environmentally conscious, with small groups, personalized service and a strong love and passion for the
area. We thus started a joined collaboration to develop and promote the area in a different way which gave way to the formation of similar
groups in the area. We foster collaboration and join efforts with other companies and organizations. We belong to another association of
small socially responsible businesses & founded the active tourism board and active tourism corporate bureau in our town. We assist local
NGOs focused in culturally diverse and integrated educational programs, providing labor to their students from native and rural origin to
practice the learning they acquired.
Health & Wellbeing beneficial practices
Staying at Peuma Hue is healthy in itself. Without necessarily formal practices, it is highly common for our guests to undergo personal
transformation, deeply felt experiences, deep connections to other people, animals, Nature and within themselves with an expanded
feeling of Peace and Connection. Everything around fosters this: a powerful energy walking through the forest & mountains, the purity of
our water, the silence, the Magnificence and Beauty of Nature around; the special warm, caring and welcoming service of our staff; the
delicious, balanced and healthy meals prepared with organic vegetables from our garden by our angel chef Manuela Luna; the connection
with our animals; all the activities guided with care, love and passion. It is a “natural Spa”, enhanced also by other services we offer such as
massages, healing, meditation, Yoga & Tai Chi, Personal Development Workshops, Connection to the elements.
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Guest book Selection
We combine the striking beauty of our National Park, close contact with Nature, deluxe accommodations, the
experience of being at home in our houses and log cabins, all types of outdoor activities; exquisite home-made, healthy,
balanced organic & delicious meals, and an exclusive service with a personal touch that allows our guests to live
through unforgettable experiences. Witness to this is our Guest Book with wonderful testimonials:
19/12/12
Thank you Reuben and staff for making our short stay not only enjoyable, but memorable. What you have here is fantastic; it truly is a pity
we have to leave. We hope to see you all some other day.
Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
Christian, Jen, Korenza & Eden A.
Birmingham, England
27/12/12
What a fantastic place to stay for our honeymoon. Thank you to all the staff who made us feel at home and cooked us delicious meals! I will
never forget waking up to such an amazing view (but I have lots of photos just in case!). Hopefully we will be back in this very special part of
the world one day again.
Rebecca and Brad E.
UK & New Zealand
30/12/12
Evelyn – Felicitaciones! You have a very beautiful spot here and thank you for sharing it with the rest of the world. We had a lovely, peaceful
and very enjoyable 3 nights here. We made new friends, both human and animal  and really felt at home here. Thank you to all the
wonderful staff, especially Reuben, Alpha and Gandhi! We are sad to be leaving but will be back one day and in the meantime we will spread
the word about this very special place. Many thanks again for everything
Marc & Johanna B.
Medellín, Colombia & UK
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1/1/13
Dearest Eveyn & all the staff of Peuma Hue!
Never in our wildest imagination did we expect to be in a true “Heaven on Earth” when booking our trip here. Our children were
complaining about being “dragged” to Argentina only to be crying (literally) about having to leave. The best compliment we can give
is that all five of us are begging to come back next year! . You have created a beautiful “home away from home” where perfect
strangers gather & become friends. It was a most magical time to be with you – especially in the turn of the New Year. Complete with
a classical music concert & full moon. Wow. A piece of our hearts remain with you & all your animals (kittens were the highlight for
the kiddos ); and we hope to return very soon.
The E.’s – Laura, Sam, Ethan (12), Kirsten (9), Payton (9). Xoxo. Winnetka, IL, USA (Chicago area)
11/1/13
In an incredibly beautiful landscape, we entered a house by the lakeside, where the beauty of the country never was out of sight: An
almost perfect English lawn, the poplars, the lake, the mountains…
The vacation turned out to be horse-riding holidays where we learned to be at ease with the aimiable animals once more under the
watchful eyes of their loving mum Chris.
We were given a treat with the wonderful food, the massages by Ronnie and the helpful advice by Jessie to get the most out of our
time.
Eve creates a unique space for people from all continents to meet and become friends, supported by Reuben, her love.
¡Cómo Eve mete más onda en un lugar que ya tiene tanta onda…!
Heim kommt man nie. Aber wo befreundete Wege zusammenlaufen, da sieht die ganze Welt für eine Stunde wie Heimat aus”.
Hermann Hesse (Demian)
Vielen Dank, C. Th. und H.
Deutschland

11/1/13
If you crossed Buenos Aires and heaven, you would end up in Peuma Hue. The staff of 22 moves everything to meet your every need
and want. Evie and Reuben also alert you to things and possibilities that you didn’t know you might have wanted. The grounds are
beautiful; nature is your friend. Hiking, horses, kayaking and massages are just some of the ways to lose yourself in paradise. My
husband and I are travelling through our “bucket list”, but Peuma Hue is definitely a place to come back to. We just wish for a straight
flight from Dallas to Bariloche.
Robin & Don S.  Dallas, TX, USA
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